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Abstract

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have shown the abil-
ity to improve scene parsing through capturing long-range
dependencies among image units. In this paper, we propose
dense RNNs for scene labeling by exploring various long-
range semantic dependencies among image units. Different
from existing RNN based approaches, our dense RNNs are
able to capture richer contextual dependencies for each im-
age unit by enabling immediate connections between each
pair of image units, which significantly enhances their dis-
criminative power. Besides, to select relevant dependencies
and meanwhile to restrain irrelevant ones for each unit from
dense connections, we introduce an attention model into
dense RNNs. The attention model allows automatically as-
signing more importance to helpful dependencies while less
weight to unconcerned dependencies. Integrating with con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs), we develop an end-to-
end scene labeling system. Extensive experiments on three
large-scale benchmarks demonstrate that the proposed ap-
proach can improve the baselines by large margins and out-
perform other state-of-the-art algorithms.

1. Introduction
Scene parsing or scene labeling, aiming to assign one

of predefined labels to each pixel in an image, is usually

formulated as a pixel-level classification problem. Inspired

by the success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in

image classification [22,27,45], CNNs have drawn increas-

ing interests in scene labeling and demonstrated promising

performance [3, 17, 19, 36, 39]. A potential issue, however,

for CNN based methods is that only limited contextual cues

from a local region (i.e., receptive field) in CNNs are ex-

plored for classification, which is prone to cause ambigui-

ties for visually similar pixels of different categories. For

example, the ‘sand’ pixels can be visually indistinguishable

from ‘road’ pixels even for human with limited context. To

alleviate this issue, a natural solution is to use rich context

to discriminate locally ambiguous pixels [7, 34, 53, 57]. In

these methods, nevertheless, the long-range contextual de-

Figure 1. Image (a) shows the image of UCG structure as in [44],

and (b) demonstrates one of four DAG decompositions. Un-

like [44], we represent an image with dense UCG (D-UCG) as

shown in (c), and (d) displays one of four dense DAGs (D-DAGs).

Compared to plain UCG and DAG, our D-UCG and D-DAG cap-

ture richer dependencies in an image. Best viewed in color.

pendencies among different image regions are still not ef-

fectively explored, which are crucial in scene parsing.

Motivated by the ability of capturing long-range depen-

dency among sequential data, recurrent neural networks

(RNNs) [14] have recently been employed to model seman-

tic dependencies in images for scene labeling [6, 16, 29, 30,

43, 44, 49], allowing us to perform long-range inferences to

discriminate ambiguous pixels.

To model the dependencies among image units, an effec-

tive way [44,61] is to represent the image with an undirected

cyclic graph (UCG) in which the image units are vertices

and their interactions are encoded by undirected edges (see

Fig. 1(a)). Due to the loopy structure of UCG, however, it

is hard to directly apply RNNs to model dependencies in

an image. To handle this problem, a UCG is approximated
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with several directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) (see Fig. 1(b)).

Then several DAG-structured RNNs are adopted to model

the dependencies in these DAGs.

1.1. Motivation

Though these DAG-structured RNNs can model depen-

dencies in images, some useful information may be dis-

carded. For instance in Fig. 1(a), to correctly distinguish a

‘sand’ unit (marked in red region) from a ‘road’ one, DAG-

structured RNNs can use the dependencies of ‘water’ units

(marked in pink region) from its adjacent neighbors. How-

ever, the ‘water’ information may be decaying because it

needs to pass through conductors (i.e., the adjacent neigh-

bors of this ‘sand’ unit). Instead, a better way is to directly

use dependencies from ‘water’ units to recognize the ‘sand’

unit. To such end, we propose dense RNNs to fully explore

abundant dependencies in images for scene parsing.

Analogous to CNNs, DAG-structured RNNs can be un-

folded to a feed-forward network where each vertex is a

layer and a directed edge between two layers represents in-

formation flow (i.e., dependency relationship between two

vertexes). The dependency information in an image flows

from the first layer (i.e., the start vertex at top-left corner

in Fig. 1(b)) to the last layer (i.e., the end vertex at bottom-

right corner in Fig. 1(b)). Inspired by the superior perfor-

mance of recently proposed DenseNet [23] in image recog-

nition, which introduces dense connections among layers

to improve information flow in CNNs, we propose to add

more connections into the RNN feed-forward network as

well (see Fig. 1(d)), to incorporate richer dependency infor-

mation among image units.

Despite abundant dependencies from dense connections,

we argue that not all dependencies are equally helpful to

recognize a specific image region. For example in Fig. 1(d),

the ‘sky’ units in blue region are not useful to distinguish

the ‘sand’ unit in the red region from the ‘road’ unit. In con-

trast, the dependencies from ‘water’ units in the pink region

are more crucial to infer its label. Therefore, more impor-

tance should be assigned to the dependencies from ‘water’

units, which motivates us to integrate an attention model

into dense RNNs to select more useful dependencies.

1.2. Contribution

The first contribution of this work is the dense RNNs,

which capture richer dependencies for image units from

various abundant connections. Unlike previous approaches

representing an image as a UCG, we formulate each image

with a dense UCG (D-UCG), which is a complete graph. In

D-UCG, each pair of vertexes are connected with an undi-

rected edge (see Fig. 1(c)). By decomposing the D-UCG

into several dense DAGs (D-DAGs), we propose the DAG-

structured dense RNNs (DD-RNNs) to model dependencies

in an image (see Fig. 1(d)). Compared with plain DAG-

structured RNNs, our DD-RNNs can gain richer dependen-

cies from various levels. For instance in Fig. 1(c), to cor-

rectly recognize the ‘sand’ unit in the red region, in addition

to the dependencies from its neighbors, DD-RNNs enable

the firsthand use of dependencies from ‘water’ units in the

pink region to improve its discriminability.

Although DD-RNNs are capable of capturing vast de-

pendencies through dense connections, for a specific im-

age unit, certain dependencies are irrelevant to help im-

prove discriminative power. To tackle this issue, we make

the second contribution by introducing a novel attention

model into DD-RNNs. The attention model is able to auto-

matically select relevant and meanwhile restrain irrelevant
dependency information for image units, further enhancing

their discriminative power.

Last but not least, the third contribution is to implement

an end-to-end labeling system based on our DD-RNNs. For

validation, we test our method on three benchmarks: PAS-

CAL Context [38], MIT ADE20K [59] and Cityscapes [11].

In these experiments the proposed approach significantly

improves the baselines and outperforms other state-of-the-

art methods.

2. Related Work

Scene parsing. Scene parsing has drawn extensive atten-

tions in recent decades. Early efforts mainly focus on the

graphical model with hand-crafted features [20, 33, 47, 52].

Despite great progress, these methods are restricted due to

the use of hand-crafted features.

Inspired by the success in image recognition [22,27,45],

CNNs have been extensively explored for scene parsing.

Long et al. [36] propose a scene labeling method by trans-

forming standard CNNs for classification into fully con-

volutional networks (FCN), resulting in significant per-

formance gains. To generate desired full-resolution pre-

dictions, various methods are proposed to upsample low-

resolution feature maps to high-resolution feature maps for

final prediction [3,31,39]. In order to remit boundary prob-

lem in predictions, graphical models such as Conditional

Random Field (CRF) or Markov Random Field (MRF) are

introduced into CNNs [7, 35, 58]. As a pixel-level classi-

fication problem, contexts are crucial role in scene label-

ing to distinguish visually similar pixels of different cate-

gories. The work of [53] introduces the dilated convolution

into CNNs to aggregate multi-scale context. Liu et al. [34]

suggest an additional branch in CNNs to incorporate global

context for scene parsing. In [57], Zhao et al. propose a

spatial pyramid pooling module to fuse contexts from dif-

ferent levels, showing superior performance in scene pars-

ing. Zhang et al. [55] introduce an context encoding module

into CNNs to improve parsing performance.

RNNs on computer vision. With the capability of model-
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ing spatial dependencies in images, RNNs [14] have been

applied to many computer vision tasks such as image com-

pletion [40], handwriting recognition [21], image classifi-

cation [61], visual tracking [15], skin detection [60] and so

forth. Considering the importance of spatial dependencies

in an image to distinguish ambiguous pixels, there are at-

tempts to applying RNNs for scene labeling.

The work of [6] explores the two-dimensional long-short

term memory (LSTM) networks for scene parsing by taking

into account the spatial dependencies of pixels in images.

Stollenga et al. [46] introduce a parallel multi-dimensional

LSTM for image segmentation. Liang et al. [30] propose a

graph based LSTM to model the dependencies among dif-

ferent superpixels. The work of [30] applies a local-global

LSTM model on object parsing. Visin et al. [49] suggest to

utilize multiple linearly structured RNNs to model horizon-

tal and vertical dependencies among image units for scene

labeling. Li et al. [29] extend this method by substituting

RNNs with LSTM and apply it to RGB-D scene labeling.

Qi [41] proposes the gated recurrent units (GRUs) to model

long-range context. Especially, to exploit more spatial de-

pendencies in images, Shuai et al. [44] propose to represent

an image with a UCG. By decomposing UCG into several

DAGs, they then propose to use DAG-structured RNNs to

model dependencies among image units.

Attention model. The attention model, being successfully

applied in Natural Language Processing (NLP) such as ma-

chine translation [4] and sentence summarization [42], has

drawn increasing interest in computer vision. Xu et al. [51]

propose to leverage an attention model to find out regions

of interest in images which are relevant in generating next

word. In [9], Chen et al. propose a scale attention model

for semantic segmentation by adaptively merging outputs

from different scales. In [1], the attention model is utilized

to assign importance to different regions for context model-

ing in images. The work of [37] introduces a co-attention

model to combine question and image features for question

answering. Chu et al. [10] utilize attention model to fuse

multi-context for human pose estimation.

Our approach. In this paper, we focus on how to effec-

tively exploit abundant dependencies in images and intro-

duce the dense RNNs module. Our approach is related to

but different from previous RNN approaches (e.g., DAG-

structured RNNs [44] and linearly structured RNNs [49] or

LSTM [29]), in which each image unit only receives depen-

dency information from its limited neighbors and consider-

able useful dependencies are thrown away. In contrast, we

propose to add dense paths into RNNs to enable immediate

long-range dependencies. Consequently, each image unit

can directly ‘see’ dependencies in the whole image, lead-

ing to more discriminative representation. It is worth not-

ing that the idea of dense connections can not only used for

graphical RNNs [44] but also easily applied to other linearly

structured RNNs [29, 49].

Furthermore, we introduce an attention model into dense

RNNs. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first

to use attention mechanism in RNNs for scene parsing. Our

attention model automatically selects relevant and restrains

irrelevant dependencies for image units from dense connec-

tions, further improving their discriminabilities.

3. The Proposed Approach
3.1. Review of DAG-structured RNNs

The linear RNNs in [14] are designated to deal with se-

quential data related tasks. Specifically, a hidden unit ht in

RNNs at time step t is represented with a non-linear func-

tion over current input xt and hidden layer at previous time

step ht−1, and the output yt is connected to the hidden unit

ht. Given an input sequence {xt}t=1,2,··· ,T , the hidden unit

and output at time step t can be computed with

ht =φ(Uxt +Wht−1 + b) (1)

yt =σ(V ht + c) (2)

where U , V and W represent transformation matrices, b and

c are bias terms, and φ(·) and σ(·) are non-linear functions,

respectively. Since the inputs {xt}t=1,2,··· ,T are progres-

sively stored in the hidden layers as in Eq. (1), RNNs are

able to preserve the memory of entire sequence and thus

capture the long-range contextual dependencies.

For an image, the interactions among image units can be

formulated as a graph in which the dependencies are for-

warded through edges. The solution in [44] utilizes a stan-

dard UCG to represent an image (see again Fig. 1(a)). To

break the loopy structure of UCG, [44] further proposes to

decompose the UCG into four DAGs along different direc-

tions (see Fig. 1(b) for a southeast example).

Let G = {V, E} denote the DAG as shown in Fig. 1(b),

where V = {vi}Ni=1 represents the vertex set of N vertexes,

E = {eij}Ni,j=1 represents the edge set, and eij indicates

a directed edge from vi to vj . A DAG-structured RNN re-

sembles the identical topology of G, with a forward pass

formulated as traversing G from start vertex. In such mod-

eling, the hidden layer of each vertex relies the hidden units

of its adjacent predecessors (see Fig. 2(b)). For vertex vi,
its hidden layer hvi

and output yvi
are computed with

hvi
=φ(Uxvi

+W
∑

vj∈PG(vi)

hvj
+ b) (3)

yvi
=σ(V hvi

+ c) (4)

where xvi denotes the local feature at vertex vi and PG(vi)
represents the predecessor set of vi in G. By storing local

inputs into hidden layers and progressive forwarding among

them with Eq. (3), the discriminative power of each image

unit is improved with dependencies from other units.
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3.2. Dense RNNs

In DAG-structured RNNs, each image unit receives the

dependencies from other units through recurrently forward-

ing information between adjacent units. Nevertheless, the

useful dependency information may be potentially degraded

after going through many conductors, resulting in a depen-
dency decaying problem. For instance in Fig. 1(b), the

most useful contextual cues from ‘water’ units have to pass

through conductors to arrive at the ‘sand’ unit covered in

the red region. A natural solution to remedy the problem

of dependency decaying is to add additional paths between

hidden layers of distant units and current image unit.

Inspired by the recently proposed DenseNet [23] that in-

troduces dense connections into CNNs, we propose DAG-

structured dense RNNs (DD-RNNs) to model richer depen-

dencies in an image. We first view a DAG-structured RNNs

as unfolded to get a feed-forward network, where the de-

pendency information in an image flows from start to end

vertexes. Then, to capture richer dependencies in images

(e.g., forthright dependencies among non-adjacent units in

Fig. 1(b)), we introduce more connections in the RNN feed-

forward network, resulting in the proposed DD-RNNs.

To achieve dense connections, we represent each image

with a dense UCG (D-UCG), which is equivalent to a com-

plete graph (see Fig. 1(c) for illustration). Compared to

standard UCG, D-UCG allows each image unit to connect

with all of other units. Because of the loopy property of D-

UCG, we adopt the strategy as in [44] to decompose the D-

UCG to four D-DAGs along four directions. One of the four

D-DAGs along the southeast direction is shown in Fig. 1(d).

Let D represent the D-DAG in Fig. 1(d). The structure of

DD-RNNs resembles the identical topology of D as in Fig.

2(c). In DD-RNNs, the hidden layer of each vertex relies

on the hidden units of all its adjacent and non-adjacent pre-

decessors, which fundamentally differs from [44] in which

the hidden unit of each vertex only relies on hidden units of

its adjacent predecessors (see Fig. 2(b)). The forward pass

at the vertex vi in DD-RNNs is expressed as

ĥvi =
∑

vj∈PD(vi)

hvj (5)

hvi =φ(Uxvi +Wĥvi + b) (6)

yvi =σ(V hvi + c) (7)

where PD(vi) is the dense predecessor set of vi in D-DAG

D, and it contains both adjacent and non-adjacent prede-

cessors (see Fig. 2(d)). Compared to the DAG-structured

RNNs in [44], our DD-RNNs are able to capture richer de-

pendencies in an image through various dense connections.

A concern arisen naturally from the dense model is the

complexity. In fact, it is unrealistic to directly apply DD-

RNN to pixels of an image. Fortunately, neither is it nec-

essary. As described in Section 3.4, we apply DD-RNN to

Figure 2. The illustration of difference between DAG-structured

RNNs [44] and our DD-RNNs. Image (a) shows the DAG-

structured RNNs along southeast direction, and in (b) the hidden

layer of vertex vi relies on its three adjacent predecessors (see the

red region in (b)). Image (c) is our DD-RNNs, and in (d) the hid-

den layer of vi is dependent on all its adjacent and non-adjacent

predecessors (see the red region in (d)). Best viewed in color.

a high layer output of existing CNN models. Such strategy

largely reduces the computational burden – as summarized

in Table 7, our final system runs faster than many state-of-

the-arts while achieving better labeling accuracies.

3.3. Attention model in DD-RNNs

For the hidden layer at vertex vi, it receives various

dependency information from predecessors through dense

connections. However, the dependencies from different pre-

decessors are not always equally helpful to improve the dis-

criminative representation (see Fig. 2(d)). For example, to

distinguish the ‘sand’ units from visually alike ‘road’ units

in a beach scene, the most important contextual cues are

probably the dependencies from ‘water’ units instead of

other units such as ‘sky’ or ‘tree’. In this case, we term the

relation from ‘water’ units as relevant dependencies while

the information from ‘sky’ or ‘tree’ units as irrelevant ones.

To encourage relevant dependencies and meanwhile re-

strain irrelevant ones for each image unit, we introduce a

soft attention model [4] into DD-RNNs. In [4], the atten-

tion model is employed to softly assign importance to input

words in a sentence when predicting a target word for ma-

chine translation. In this paper, we leverage attention model

to select more relevant and useful dependencies for each im-

age unit. To this end, we do not directly use Eq. (5) and (6)

to model the relationships between hvi
and its predecessors.
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Figure 3. The architecture of our full system. The DD-RNNs are placed on the top of feature maps obtained from the last convolutional

block to model long-range dependencies in an image, and the deconvolution is used to upsample the predictions. Low-level and high-level

features are combined through skip strategy for final labeling (see the green arrows). Best viewed in color.

Instead, we employ the following expression to model the

dependency between hvi
and one of its predecessors hvj

hvi,vj = φ(Uxvi
+Whvj

+ b) (8)

where hvj represents the hidden layer of a predecessor vj ∈
PD(vi) of vi. The hvi,vj

in Eq. (8) models dependency

information from hvj
for hvi

. The final hidden unit hvi

at vi is obtained by summarizing all hvi,vj
with attentional

weights, as computed by

hvi =
∑

vj∈PD(vi)

hvi,vjwvi,vj (9)

where the attention weight wvi,vj for hvj
reflects the rele-

vance of the predecessor vj to vi, calculated by

wvi,vj =
exp(zThvi,vj )∑

vk∈PD(vi)

exp(zThvi,vk)
(10)

where zT represents a transformation matrix.

With the above attention model, we replace Eq. (5) and

(6) with Eq. (8) and (9) for a forward pass at vi in DD-

RNNs. By using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method,

the attentional DD-RNNs can be trained in an end-to-end

manner.

3.4. Full labeling system

Before showing the full labeling system, we first intro-

duce the decomposition of D-UCG. As in [44], we decom-

pose the D-UCG U into a set of D-DAGs represented with

{Dl}Ll=1, where L is the number of D-DAGs. Since Equa-

tion (9) only computes the hidden layer at vertex vi in one

of L D-DAGs, the final output ŷvi
at vi is derived by ag-

gregating the hidden layers at vi from all D-DAGs. The

mathematical formulation for this process is expressed as

hl
vi,vj =φ(U lxvi

+W lhl
vj

+ bl) (11)

hl
vi

=
∑

vj∈PDl (vi)

hl
vi,vjw

l
vi,vj (12)

ŷvi =σ(
∑L

l=1
V lhl

vi
+ c) (13)

With the equations above, the proposed DD-RNNs can be

used to capture abundant dependencies among image units.

We develop an end-to-end scene labeling system by inte-

grating our approach with CNNs for scene parsing as shown

in Fig. 3. The proposed DD-RNNs are placed on the top of

feature maps obtained after the last convolutional block to

model long-range dependencies in the input image, and the

deconvolution operations are used to upsample the predic-

tions. To produce the desired input size of labeling result,

we utilize the deconvolution [54] to upsample predictions.

Taking into account both spatial and semantic information

for scene labeling, we adopt the skip strategy [36] to com-

bine low-level and high-level features. The whole system is

trained end-to-end with the pixel-wise cross-entropy loss.

4. Experimental Results

Implementation details. In order validate the effective-

ness of the proposed DD-RNNs, we develop two labeling

systems by integrating our DD-RNNs with two different ar-

chitectures: the VGG-16 [45] and the ResNet-101 [22]. The

DD-RNNs are employed to model dependencies among im-

age units in output of the last convolutional block (Fig. 3).

The network takes 512× 512 images as inputs, and outputs

the labeling results with the same resolution. When evaluat-

ing, the labeling results are resized to the original input size.

The dimension of input, hidden and output units for DD-

RNNs is set to 512. The two non-linear activations φ and σ
are ReLU and softmax functions, respectively. The full net-

works are end-to-end trained with standard SGD method.

For convolutional blocks, the learning rate is initialized to
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Table 1. Baseline comparisons of mIoU (%) with different backbones on PASCAL Context [38], MIT ADE20K (validation set) [59] and

Cityscapes (validation set) [11].

PASCAL Context [38] MIT ADE20K [59] Cityscapes [11]

VGG-16 ResNet-101 VGG-16 ResNet-101 VGG-16 ResNet-101

Baseline FCN 35.6 40.3 28.7 35.1 64.7 68.9

FCN+CRF 40.1 43.8 30.8 36.2 66.7 69.2

FCN+DAG-RNN 41.3 45.1 32.1 37.4 70.2 75.5

FCN+DD-RNN 44.9 49.3 35.7 40.9 72.3 78.2

be 10−4 and decays exponentially with the rate of 0.9 after

10 epochs. For D-RNNs, the learning rate is initialized to

be 10−2 and decays exponentially with the rate of 0.9 af-

ter 10 epochs. The batch sizes for both training and testing

phases are set to 1. The results are reported after 50 train-

ing epochs. The networks are implemented in Matlab using

MatConvNet [48] on a single Nvidia GeForce TITAN GPU

with 12GB memory.

Datasets. We test our method on the large-scale PASCAL

Context [38], MIT ADE20K [59] and Cityscapes [11].

The PASCAL Context contains 10,103 images annotated

into 540 classes, where 4,998 images are used for training

and the rest for testing. Similar to other literatures, we only

consider the most frequent 59 classes for evaluation.

The recent MIT ADE20K consists of 20,000 images in

training set and 2,000 images in validation set. There are

total 150 semantics classes in the dataset.

The Cityscapes contains 5000 images of street traffic

scene, where 2975 images are used for training, 500 images

for validation, and the rest for testing. In total, 19 classes

are considered for training and evaluation.

Evaluation metrics. As in [36], we utilize mean Intersec-

tion over Union (mIoU%) for evaluation.

4.1. Baseline comparisons

To better analyze our method, we develop several base-

lines to prove its effectiveness:

Baseline FCN is implemented by removing our atten-

tional DD-RNNs from networks. Note that the baseline

FCN differs from FCN-8s [36] because we discard two

fully connected layers. Other settings remain the same as

in FCN-8s [36].

FCN+CRF is implemented by applying CRF [26] to per-

form post-processing on the results of baseline FCN.

FCN+DAG-RNN is implemented by substituting the

attentional DD-RNNs with plain DAG-RNN. Note that

FCN+DAG-RNN varies from [44] because we do not use

class weighting strategy and larger conventional kernel in

our labeling system.

FCN+DD-RNNs represents the proposed scene labeling

method.

Table 1 shows the quantitative results between different

baselines and our approach with two backbones. All CRF,

DAG-RNN and DD-RNNs can improve the performance

of baseline FCN. More specific, our method obtains mIoU

gains of 9.3%, 7.0% and 7.6% with VGG-16 and of 9.0%,

5.8% and 9.3% with ResNet-101 on three datasets, and out-

performs other two baselines using CRF and DAG-RNN.

4.2. Comparison results on PASCAL Context

Table 2. Quantitative comparisons on PASCAL Context [38] (59

classes).

Algorithm Backbone mIoU (%)

CAMN [1] VGG-16 41.2

PixelNet [5] VGG-16 41.4

FCN-8s [36] VGG-16 38.2

HO-CRF [2] VGG-16 41.3

BoxSup [12] VGG-16 40.5

ParseNet [34] VGG-16 40.4

ConvPP-8 [50] VGG-16 41.0

CNN-CRF [32] VGG-16 43.3

CRF-RNN [58] VGG-16 39.3

DAG-RNN [44] VGG-16 42.6

DAG-RNN-CRF [44] VGG-16 43.7

DeepLab v2-CRF [8] ResNet-101 44.4

GCE [24] ResNet-101 46.5

RefineNet [31] ResNet-101 47.1

DD-RNNs VGG-16 44.9

DD-RNNs ResNet-101 49.3

The quantitative comparisons to state-of-the-art meth-

ods are summarized in Table 2. Benefiting from deep

CNNs, FCN-8s [36] achieves promising result with mIoU

of 38.2%. In order to alleviate boundary issue in FCN-8s,

CRF-RNN [58] and DeepLab v2-CRF [8] use probabilistic

graphical model such as CRF in CNNs, and obtain mIoUs

of 39.3% and 39.6%, respectively. Other approaches such

as CAMN [1], ParseNet [34] and GCE [24] suggest to im-

prove performance by incorporating global contextual in-

formation and obtain mIoUs of 41.2%, 40.4% and 46.5%.

Despite improvements, these methods ignore long-range

dependencies in images, which are crucial for inferring am-

biguous pixels. The method in [44] employs RNNs to cap-

ture contextual dependencies among image units for scene

labeling and shows outstanding performance with mIoU of

42.6% with VGG-16. Moreover, they use CRF to improve
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Input Groundtruth FCN-8s plain DAG-RNN DD-RNNs

Figure 4. Qualitative labeling results with VGG-16 on the PAS-

CAL Context [38]. Best viewed in color.

the result to 43.7%. Different from [44], we propose DD-

RNNs to capture richer dependencies. Without any class

weighting strategy and post-processing, our DD-RNNs with

VGG-16 obtain the mIoU of 44.9%, which outperforms the

method in [44] by 1.2%, showing the advantage of DD-

RNNs. With deeper ResNet-101, we achieve the mIoU of

49.3%, outperforming the state-of-the-art RefineNet [31].

Fig. 4 shows qualitative results obtained with VGG-16

on PASCAL Context [38]. Without considering long-range

contextual dependencies in images, FCN-8s [36] is prone

to cause misclassification (see the third column in Fig. 4).

Our baseline can help alleviate this situation using RNNs

to capture dependencies in images. For example, in the

first two rows in Fig. 4, the ‘water’ can be correctly rec-

ognized with the dependencies from ‘boat’. However, the

plain RNNs fail in more complex scenes (see the last three

rows in Fig. 4). For example, in the fourth row in Fig. 4,

most of ‘road’ pixels are mistakenly classified into ‘ground’

pixels without full use of dependencies from ‘bus’. By con-

trast, the proposed DD-RNNs are capable of recognizing

most of ‘road’ pixels by taking advantages of richer depen-

dencies from ‘bus’ in images.

4.3. Comparison results on MIT ADE20K

Table 3 summarizes the quantitative results and compar-

isons to other algorithms. The FCN-8s [36] achieves the

mIoU of 29.4%. To incorporate multi-scale contexts, [53]

proposes the dilated convolution and improves the mIoU to

32.3%. To same end, Hung et al. [24] embed global con-

text into CNNs to obtain improvements, and improve the

performance to 38.4% with ResNet-101. Though the afore-

mentioned methods take the global context of image into

account, they ignore long-range contextual dependencies in

images. In this work, we employ DD-RNNs to model this

dependency information for scene labeling. In specific, we

Table 3. Quantitative comparisons on MIT ADE20K (validation

set) [59].

Algorithm Backbone mIoU (%)

SegNet [3] VGG-16 21.6

FCN-8s [36] VGG-16 29.4

DilatedNet [53] VGG-16 32.3

Cascade-SegNet [59] VGG-16 27.5

Cascade-Dilated [59] VGG-16 34.9

GCE [24] ResNet-101 38.4

RefineNet [31] ResNet-101 40.2

DD-RNNs VGG-16 35.7

DD-RNNs ResNet-101 40.9

obtain the mIoU of 35.7% with VGG-16, and achieve better

performance with mIoU of 40.9% when using ResNet-101

as backbone.

4.4. Comparison results on Cityscapes

Table 4 summarizes the quantitative comparison results

with state-of-the-art approaches on Cityscapes [11]. Since

the resolution of image is too large, we divide each image

into multiple patches. After obtaining the parsing result of

each patch, we combine them to derive the labeling of orig-

inal image. Among the compared algorithms, FCN-8s [36]

achieves the mIoU of 65.3%. Liu et al. [35] adopt Markov

Random Field (MRF) to model high-order CNNs and ob-

tain a mIoU of 66.8%. The approach of [32] utilizes CRF

to capture contextual information for scene parsing and im-

proves the mIoU to 71.6%. DeepLabv2 [8] combines both

CRF and atrous convolution to incorporate more contexts

and achieves a mIoU of 70.4%. In this work, we propose

dense RNNs to capture richer dependencies from the whole

image for each image unit. With the ResNet backbone, we

achieve the mIoU of 78.2%, outperforming other context

aggregation methods.

Table 4. Quantitative comparisons on Cityscapes (test set) [11].

Algorithm Backbone mIoU (%)

SegNet [3] VGG-16 57.0

FCN-8s [36] VGG-16 65.3

DPN [35] VGG-16 66.8

LRR-4x [18] VGG-16 71.8

CNN-CRF [32] VGG-16 71.6

DilatedNet [53] VGG-16 67.1

DeepLab v2-CRF [8] ResNet-101 70.4

LC [28] ResNet-101 71.1

RefineNet [31] ResNet-101 73.6

PEARL [25] ResNet-101 74.9

SAC [56] ResNet-101 78.1

DD-RNNs VGG-16 72.3

DD-RNNs ResNet-101 78.2
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Table 5. Analysis of mIoU (%) with and without attention model

in DD-RNNs using VGG-16.

DD-RNNs w/o

attention model

DD-RNNs w/

attention model

PASCAL Context 44.3 44.9
MIT ADE20K 34.5 35.7
Cityscapes 72.0 72.3

Figure 5. Visualization of the learned attentional weight map for a

specific region (marked in red rectangle in the first row). First row:

input image. Second row: groundtruth. Third row: attentional

weight map. Best viewed in color.

4.5. Ablation study on attention model

In this paper, we propose the DD-RNNs to model richer

dependencies in images, which significantly enhances dis-

criminability for each image unit. However, different de-

pendencies are not always equally helpful. To activate rel-

evant and restrain irrelevant dependencies, we introduce an

attention model into DD-RNNs. To demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of attention model, we conduct experiment by re-

moving attention model from DD-RNNs. Note that in these

two groups of experiments, the only difference is the at-

tention model, while other settings (e.g., parameters for all

other layers) are exactly the same. Table 5 summarizes the

results on three benchmarks with VGG-16, and shows that

the attention model helps to further improve performance.

In order to better understand the attention model, we

show the learned attentional weight map for a specific re-

gion as shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, we can see that rel-

evant dependencies are enhanced while irrelevant informa-

tion are restrained. For example in the first column, the

most helpful contextual dependencies for the ‘water’ region

come from its surrounding and the ‘boat’ instead of ‘tree’

or ‘sky’, and our attention model learns to pay more im-

portance to the relevant dependencies (i.e., surrounding re-

gion and ‘boat’) in the weight map. In the second column

in Fig. 5, to recognize ‘sign’ region, the useful information

comes from surrounding and the ‘bus’, our attention model

Table 6. Analysis of computation complexity and accuracy of DD-

RNNs on PASCAL Context [38] dataset.

Algorithm Inference mIoU (%)

CFM [13] 0.57 s 34.4

CAMN [1] 0.27 s 41.2

FCN-8s [36] 0.32 s 38.2

ParseNet [34] 0.25 s 40.4

CRF-RNN [58] 0.70 s 39.3

DeepLab [7] 0.40 s 37.6

Baseline FCN (VGG-16) 0.17 s 35.6

Baseline DAG-RNN (VGG-16) 0.21 s 41.3

DD-RNNs (VGG-16) 0.28 s 44.9

DD-RNNs (ResNet-101) 0.36 s 49.3

highlights these regions. In the third column, we can see

that our model pays more attention to the relevant ‘bus’ de-

pendencies to correctly recognize the ‘road’ region.

4.6. Study on model complexity

As a practical application, both efficiency and accuracy

are crucial for scene labeling. To better analyze the pro-

posed approach, we demonstrate the inference time of one

forward pass and accuracy on the PASCAL Context [38].

Table 6 reports the efficiency and accuracy of our base-

line and other scene labeling algorithms. Compared to its

baseline FCN (VGG-16), our algorithm DD-RNNs (VGG-

16) obtains mIoU gain of 9.3% while the inference time

only increase by 0.11s, showing the advantage of our DD-

RNNs module. Moreover, when replacing the VGG-16

with ResNet-101 as our backbone, the mIoU is further im-

proved to 49.3%. In comparison with approaches including

CAMN [1], FCN-8s [36], CRF-RNN [58] and DeepLab [7],

our method runs efficiently while achieving better accuracy.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes dense RNNs for scene labeling. Un-

like existing methods exploring limited dependencies, our

DAG-structured dense RNNs (DD-RNNs) exploit abundant

contextual dependencies through dense connections in an

image, which better improves the discriminative power of

image units. In addition, considering that different depen-

dencies are not always equally helpful to recognize each im-

age unit, we propose an attention model to assign more im-

portance to relevant dependencies. Integrating with CNNs,

we develop an end-to-end labeling system. Extensive exper-

iments on PASCAL Context, MIT ADE20K and Cityscapes

demonstrate that our DD-RNNs significantly improve the

baselines and outperform other state-of-the-art algorithms,

evidencing the effectiveness of proposed dense RNNs.
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